
2Crave Limited Warranty

2CRAVE warrants, under normal and reasonable use, that wheels
manufactured by 2CRAVE will be free from structural defect in material as
long as the original retail purchaser owns the wheels. Wheels manufactured
by 2CRAVE are warranted against defects in workmanship or materials for
the period of 1 year from the date of retail purchase.

This warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of wheels, at the sole 
discretion of 2CRAVE, for any wheels determined to be defective and covered 
under warranty. Any 2CRAVE wheels that do not conform to this warranty 
and is returned, with a copy of the original of the original sales receipt will be 
returned to the sender without repair or replacement at the sender’s 
expense. Installation costs, transportation costs, and loss of use are not 
covered under this warranty. Wheels will not be replaced due to defect in 
accessories. Warranty claims must be processed through the original dealer 
or distributor that the wheels were purchased from.

THIS WARRANTY WILL NOT APPLY TO:

A. Wheels not purchased from an authorized dealer or distributor.

B. Wheels that have been altered, repaired, modified, or have been used

with adapters or spacers.

C. Wheels that have been damaged due to abuse, misuse, neglect, accident,

racing, or road hazard impact.

D. Wheels installed with incorrect tire sizes or used with excessive vehicle

loads.

E. Wheel with corrosion or cosmetic flaws occurring after purchase and

mounting due to chemicals, caustic agents, climate conditions, or neglect.

F. Wheels with fading or discoloring of chrome due to caustic agents.

The 2CRAVE limited warranty is valid only for one year to the original purchaser

from the date of purchase. Warranty is given at the sole discretion of 2CRAVE

and is valid only with freight prepaid with proof of purchase to original

authorized dealer. This warranty does not cover removal or installation expense

and serves in lieu of all other expressed warranty, either oral or written. 

CHROME PLATING WARRANTY ISSUES Proper care and maintenance *All
chrome plated wheels should be cleaned with mild soap and water
frequently. Wheels must be cool before anything is put on the wheel. *When
possible, chrome plated wheels should not be used in areas where salt
and chemicals are used in winter weather. *If chrome wheels are driven in the
winter months they should be cleaned every week. *Chrome sealant is highly
recommended for use on chrome wheels that are driven in winter.
*Chrome pitting is not covered by any wheel manufacturer. Chrome pitting is not
the same as chrome separation.
*Warranties only cover the face of the wheel, and not pitting or peeling on the

backside of the wheel.

Proper attention should be paid to the backside of chrome plated wheels when
washing. If proper maintenance procedures are not followed, chrome wheels are
susceptible to pitting. Below are images of wheels that are pitting due to neglect.
These are not a warranty issue.

http://www.carid.com/black-diamond-wheels/
http://www.carid.com/custom-wheels.html



